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Abstract The Van Allen Probes spacecraft have provided detailed observations of the energetic
particles and fields environment for coronal mass ejection (CME)-shock-driven storms in 2012 to 2013
which have now been modeled with MHD test particle simulations. The Van Allen Probes orbital plane
longitude moved from the dawn sector in 2012 to near midnight and prenoon for equinoctial storms of
2013, providing particularly good measurements of the inductive electric field response to magnetopause
compression for the 8 October 2013 CME-shock-driven storm. An abrupt decrease in the outer boundary
of outer zone electrons coincided with inward motion of the magnetopause for both 17 March and 8
October 2013 storms, as was the case for storms shortly after launch. Modeling magnetopause dropout
events in 2013 with electric field diagnostics that were not available for storms immediately following
launch have improved our understanding of the complex role that ULF waves play in radial transport
during such events.

1. Introduction

Quantifying the competition between radiation belt electron energization due to radial transport and local
acceleration, and loss to the magnetopause versus loss to the atmosphere is critical to understanding the
dynamic changes in outer zone radiation belt electron flux response to solar wind drivers. Plasma sheet electron
injection, both due to enhanced convection and substorm dipolarization, provides a source population for
generation of whistler mode chorus and seed population for local acceleration [Thorne, 2010; Foster et al., 2014],
as well as acceleration by inward radial transport conserving first and second adiabatic invariants [Schulz and
Lanzerotti, 1974]. We now have available 2 years of unprecedented measurements in energy and pitch angle
resolution of electrons spanning the energy range from injected plasma sheet to multi-MeV electrons from
the twin Radiation Belt Storm Probes A and B (renamed Van Allen Probes) spacecraft in near-equatorial
plane elliptical orbits, with apogee at 5.8 RE.. In addition, a set of modeling tools has been developed to
examine the global dynamics of electrons in the magnetosphere focusing on radial transport [Hudson et al.,
2014]. These tools calculate electron trajectories in time-dependent magnetohydrodyanmic (MHD) fields
using the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry global MHD model coupled with the Rice Convection Model [Pembroke
et al., 2012] to determine the E and B field response to solar wind drivers. With these tools we can follow
electron dynamics including response to Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) waves that cause radial transport and
energization for an inward radial gradient as well as enhanced loss to the magnetopause for outward
gradient [Elkington et al., 2004].

These tools have been applied to date to the large equinoctial storms of fall 2012 [Hudson et al., 2014]. Two
relativistic electron flux dropout events seen soon after launch of the Van Allen Probes in 2012, initiated by
CME-shocks impacting the magnetosphere, bracketed the “storage ring” feature observed by the Relativistic
Electron Proton Telescope (REPT) instrument [Baker et al., 2013a, 2013b]. A shock hit the magnetosphere on
3 September, followed by flux dropout into 3.5 RE. The residual MeV electrons remained as the outer zone
reformed, until another compression event on 30 September removed both the storage ring and reformed
outer zone [Turner et al., 2014]. A third event caused further dropout into 3RE on 8 October, prior to strong flux
enhancement on 9 October [Reeves et al., 2013; Thorne et al., 2013]. Hudson et al. [2014] reported the results of
simulations of these three events using the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry MHD code coupled to the Rice Convection
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Model driven by measured upstream solar wind parameters. MHD results showed inward motion of the
magnetopause for each event, along with enhanced ULF wave power. Test particle simulations of electron
response provided evidence for loss due to magnetopause shadowing. Severe plasmapause erosion occurred
during ~14 h of strongly southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz on 8 October 2012 [Hudson et al.,
2014] producing conditions conducive to additional scattering loss to the atmosphere by chorus or hiss at low
L values [Thorne, 2010]. Shprits et al. [2013] showed that a combination of electron losses to the magnetopause
and scattering by electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves to the atmosphere [Usanova et al., 2014] is required
to explain dropout at ≳ 4MeV in the heart of the radiation belt. Kress et al. [2014] included plasma sheet electron
injection in MHD test particle simulations of the 8–9 October 2012 storm, showing that the recovery of ~1 MeV
electrons at geosynchronous orbit from the initial flux dropout caused by CME-shock compression of the
dayside magnetopause is mainly due to enhanced global convection and dipolarizations during this period of
strongly southward IMF Bz.

Following a brief review of results from the 8–9 October 2012 storm, we present results for the 17–18 March
and 8–9 October 2013 storms. All three are characterized by strong outer zone loss, as the CME-shocks
compress the dayside magnetopause. These storms have been simulated using the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry
MHD code coupled to the Rice Convection Model, including an embedded Kp= 5 plasmasphere [Gallagher
et al., 2000; Pembroke et al., 2012], driven by measured upstream solar wind parameters. MHD results
show inward motion of the magnetopause for each event, along with enhanced ULF wave power affecting
radial transport. Test particle simulations of electron response provide evidence for loss due to magnetopause
shadowing. All three events are characterized during the initial phase of the storms by magnetopause
loss, and by rapid MeV electron flux increase and peaks in phase space density indicative of local
acceleration for the first two storms [Reeves et al., 2013; Thorne et al., 2013; W. Li et al., 2014] and drift
resonant acceleration of electrons caused by the CME-shock impulse for the third, 8 October 2013 storm
[Foster et al., 2015]. The prompt loss and rapid recovery seen in these storms is distinct from diffusive
behavior at other times, for example following a high-speed stream-driven enhancement 1 March 2013
[Baker et al., 2014; Z. Li et al., 2014].

2. Summary of Observations and Simulations for Three CME-Shock-Driven Storms

Figure 1 summarizes energetic electron measurements by the Energetic particle Composition and Thermal
plasma suite (ECT) instrument [Spence et al., 2013] on the Van Allen Probes spacecraft [Mauk et al., 2013],
from commissioning shortly after launch 30 August 2012 until 1 November 2013. This time interval
encompasses the three CME-shock-driven storm events simulated in this paper. The first two, 8–9 October
2012 and 17–18 March 2013, are particularly striking in this 14 month summary plot format because of
prompt strong enhancement of flux at higher energies, while the third event 8–9 October 2013 was
modest when compared with either of these events. The 8–9 October 2013 storm has received attention
because the Van Allen Probes spacecraft were located on the dayside when the CME-shock arrived [Foster
et al., 2015]. The Electric Fields and Waves (EFW) instrument [Wygant et al., 2013] provided the best in
situ measurements to date of the azimuthal electric field accompanying magnetopause compression,
which has been shown to result in prompt radial transport and acceleration of MeV electrons for other
CME-shock-driven storms, including the 24 March 1991 prompt injection of > 15 MeV electrons into L~2.5
reported by Blake et al. [1992] from near-equatorial plane nightside measurements by the Combined Release
and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) [see also Li et al., 1993;Wygant et al., 1994]; and the Halloween 2003
prompt injection of > 10 MeV electrons into the slot region detected by the low-altitude polar orbiting
Solar Anomalous and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer satellite [Looper et al., 2005; Kress et al., 2007] on
time scales short compared with the electron drift period (minutes). The injection mechanism discussed
below is most effective for a preexisting energetic (multi-MeV) outer zone electron source population, as
existed for the 8 October 2013 storm, because of a prior 2 October MeV electron enhancement evident
in Figure 1, again associated with a CME-shock.

The 8–9 October 2012 storm can be described as having three phases: (1) prompt loss associated with inward
motion of the magnetopause, evident in Figure 2, which was produced by following electron guiding center
trajectories in 3-D in electric and magnetic fields calculated using the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry global MHD
code coupled with the Rice Convection Model and L1 solar wind input from OMNIWeb (ACE and Wind)
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Figure 1. Plots show MagEIS [Blake et al., 2013] and REPT [Baker et al., 2013b] data binned by L and time from ~150 keV to ~6 MeV, using the Olson-Pfitzer Quiet
(Kp = 2) magnetic field model [Olson and Pfitzer, 1974]. A subset of energy channels is plotted, and different energies have different color scales. MagEIS (bottom
six panels) and REPT (top three panels) use different units for L-time flux comparison at a given energy without background subtraction. Units should be considered
arbitrary for relative comparison (http://www.rbsp-ect.lanl.gov/science/LTPlots.php). Arrows show storms studied here.
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[Hudson et al., 2014]; (2) plasma sheet electron injection modeled with MHD test particle simulations,
showing that the recovery of ~1MeV electrons at geosynchronous orbit from the initial flux dropout is
mainly due to enhanced global convection and dipolarizations during the ~14 h period of strongly
southward IMF Bz on 8 October [Kress et al., 2014]; and (3) local acceleration and increased phase space

Figure 2. Simulated electron flux following electron guiding centers in LFM-RCM fields. Flux at two energies is shown (a) 1.2 and (b) 3.6 MeV on 8 October 2012
beginning at 05:00 UT plotted versus McIlwain L [McIlwain, 1961] and time. Solid line is computed magnetopause location and dashed line is geosynchronous
orbit. Higher-energy electrons (3.6 MeV) are confined to lower L than 1.2 MeV prior to shock arrival; both expand outward at later times suggesting ULF wave
interaction. (c–e) CME-shock is evident which plot solar wind velocity, dynamic pressure, and Bz propagated to the Earth’s bow shock from OMNIWeb. The simulation
model follows 1.6 million electron test particles.
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density at L~4.5–5 on 9 October [Reeves et al., 2013; Thorne et al., 2013]. The latter strong enhancement
rebuilds from the dropout seen in Figure 1 that began with the preceding 30 September CME-shock-driven
storm (see Baker et al. [2013a] for a close-up of this time interval seen in the highest energy electron data
from the REPT instrument). Focusing on the magnetopause loss interval, Figure 2 plots simulated electron
flux initially weighted in energy and L by the European Space Agency (ESA) radiation belt electron flux
model from CRRES satellite measurements [Vampola, 1996] shown in 1/(cm2 s str MeV) versus McIlwain Lm
and simulated by computing test particle guiding center trajectories [Kress et al., 2007] in the Lyon Fedder
Mobarry-Rice Convection Model (LFM-RCM) fields [Pembroke et al., 2012]. Two energies are shown
(Figure 2a) 1.2 and (Figure 2b) 3.6 MeV on 8 October 2012 beginning at 0500 UT, prior to arrival of the sharp
increase in solar wind dynamic pressure ~0520 UT seen in Figure 2d. The solid black curve shows the
magnetopause location computed from the maximum density gradient in the MHD fields, which compares
favorably with the empirical Shue et al. [1998] magnetopause for two September 2012 and this October
2012 storm [see Hudson et al., 2014, Figure 2]. A drop in solar wind dynamic pressure centered ~0535 UT
results in relaxation of the magnetopause; however, electrons have been lost inside this boundary and
do not adiabatically expand to replace the lost flux before the boundary moves back as solar wind dynamic
pressure recovers. Higher-energy electrons (3.6 MeV) are confined to lower L than 1.2 MeV electrons prior
to shock arrival, as expected from statistical models, and both populations expand outward at later
times suggesting ULF wave interaction [Shprits et al., 2006], with no plasma sheet source population
included in our model (contrast the study by Kress et al. [2014], which includes a plasma sheet source but
no initial trapped population as modeled here).

Hudson et al. [2014] additionally shows pitch angle distributions at arbitrary L= 7.6 for two different REPT
energy channels (2.5 and 5.5MeV) for the 8–9 October 2012 storm. Greater magnetopause loss near 90°
pitch angles for higher-energy electrons accounts for greater overall loss at higher versus lower energy and
results from drift shell splitting [Shulz and Lanzerotti, 1974, page 45] wherein 90° pitch angle electrons drift to
higher radial distance and encounter the magnetopause while lower pitch angle electrons drift to lower
radial distance on the dayside conserving the second invariant. Thus, electrons with higher pitch angles are
more prone to magnetopause loss creating “butterfly distributions” in pitch angle. Prior to magnetopause
compression the pitch angle distribution is more strongly peaked at 90° for higher-energy electrons in
steady state due to processes which increase vperp but not v//, e.g., radial diffusion into a region of stronger
magnetic field conserving the first invariant. Thus, losses to the magnetopause are greater for higher-energy
electrons when integrated over all pitch angles. Additionally, outward diffusive transport due to enhanced
ULF wave power is tied to the drift time step which occurs more rapidly for higher-energy electrons at all
pitch angles.

The simulated 17–18 March 2013 and 8–9 October 2013 events plotted in Figures 3 and 4, in the same
format as Figure 2, both show a deeper penetration of the magnetopause than the 8–9 October 2012
storm, with flux loss well inside geosynchronous orbit (black dashed line) at the REPT energies plotted.
Because of a dropout in solar wind data available from L1 at the time of the shock arrival on 8 October 2013,
ARTEMIS data have been used from the Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during
Substorms (THEMIS) spacecraft in lunar orbit [Angelopoulos, 2008, 2010]. These spacecraft were located at
about 60 RE geocentric distance in the upstream solar wind at ~1500 magnetic local time (MLT) when
the shock arrived. The original data were sampled at 4 s time resolution and box-car averaged and
interpolated on a 6 s time grid for input to the MHD code. This data set provides higher time resolution than
the 1 min averaged input from OMNIWeb for the other two simulations shown.

The significant impact of magnetopause incursion on the outer boundary of trapped electron flux is evident
for all three storms. It is also apparent that electrons are lost well inside the magnetopause, suggesting
that ULF waves may play an ongoing role for hours after arrival of the CME-shock impulse, as has been
suggested [Shprits et al., 2006; Loto’aniu et al., 2010]. In order to investigate further the role that ULF waves
may have in causing outward radial transport and loss when the usual outward radial gradient in phase
space density becomes inverted due to prompt magnetopause loss, we plot the ULF wave power spectral
density as a function of frequency and L in Figure 5 for the 8 October 2013 event (see Paral et al., MHD
modeling of ULF wave activity for three Van Allen Probes storms of 2012 and 2013, submitted to Journal of
Geophysical Research, 2014, for similar analysis of the other two storms) over the time interval of the MHD test
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particle simulations shown in Figure 4 (2000–2400 UT). Power is concentrated below ~5 mHz, except when
sharp discontinuities in solar wind density, dynamic pressure and Bz impinge upon the magnetosphere.
There is a broader spectrum of ULF wave power at times of solar wind discontinuity arrival, apparent in the
solar wind data plotted in Figures 5c–5e, and continued strong ULF wave power on 9 October due to solar
wind pressure oscillations.

For the 8 October 2013 storm, the Van Allen Probes (Radiation Belt Storm Probes (RBSP)) A spacecraft was
located closest to noon (MLT = 13.5, L=3) when bipolar electric field oscillations ~10 mV/m in the azimuthal

Figure 3. Same format as Figure 2 but for the 17 March 2013 storm. Magnetopause loss with shock compression is greater at both energies than for the 8–9 October
2012 storm.
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electric field component were observed at 20:21:25 UT, while the RBSP B spacecraft (MLT = 17.3, L= 5) saw a
comparable signature at 20:21:40 UT, from which an 850 km/s azimuthal impulse propagation speed can
be inferred [Foster et al., 2015]. Figure 6 plots (a) EFW-measured mGSE Ey (modified GSE; see Wygant et al.
[2013]) at RBSP B and simulated (b) Ey, (c) Eφ, and (d) Er in SM coordinates used by the LFM-RCM simulation,
along the trajectory of the RBSP B spacecraft for a 4 h interval including the shock impulse arrival. The Ey
component in both coordinate systems is approximately azimuthal at the time of the CME-shock impact 1 at
20:21 UT and approximately radial at the end of the 4 h time sequence shown in Figure 6 in both mGSE

Figure 4. Same format as Figure 2 but for the 8 October 2013 storm. Here solar wind parameters are taken from the ARTEMIS spacecraft in lunar orbit propagated to
the Earth’s bow shock [Angelopoulos, 2008].
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coordinates aligned with the spacecraft spin axis along x and SM coordinates used by LFM and aligned with
the Earth’s dipole axis along z, see supporting information. The quantitative comparison of the effects of
the bipolar electric field impulse on electron acceleration and loss as a function of energy and radial location
will be restricted to 10:10–10:40 UT, encompassing the CME-shock arrival time when the simulations
(Figure 6b) and EFW measurements (Figure 6a) are in close agreement, and when the leading RBSP B
spacecraft is closest to noon and to the magnetic equatorial plane while the trailing RBSP A spacecraft is
earthward by 0.5–1 RE (see Figure 7, insert). The observed and simulated bipolar electric field impulse, which

Figure 5. Power spectrum analysis of LFM-RCM run for the 8 October 2013 storm along the Sun-Earth line of azimuthal
electric field component. (a) ULF wave power as a function of radial distance in SM coordinates with magnetopause
(solid line) and geostationary (dashed line) location overplotted. (b) Mean ULF wave power inside the magnetopause as a
function of frequency. (c–e) Corresponding solar wind parameters used as upstream boundary conditions.
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agree well in timing and amplitude, is expected from a compression of the dayside magnetic field (following
Faraday’s Law) with a predominantly negative Ey component at the location of RBSP B followed by a
smaller damped relaxation oscillation with 3min (3.3mHz) period seen in both the simulation and the EFW
electric field measurements. The initially negative electric field impulse which propagates azimuthally as a
fast mode wave will be most effective at accelerating electrons which are drifting at a speed comparable to
the observed impulse propagation speed. These electrons see an approximately constant electric field in
their frame of reference [Li et al., 1993]. A calculation of the electron energy with comparable azimuthal drift
velocity (using a dipole magnetic field model) yields ~4MeV, which is comparable to the REPT energy range
for which drift echoes were observed at the RBSP B spacecraft following the CME-shock impact, plotted in

Figure 6. (a) EFW-measured mGSE (modified GSE; see Wygant et al. [2013]) at RBSP B and (b) simulated (along RBSP B trajectory) SM Ey, (c) Eφ, and (d) Er along
trajectory of the RBSP B spacecraft for 4 h interval including the shock impulse arrival ~2022 UT. (e–g) Measured solar wind input from ARTEMIS. While the
simulated amplitude of Eφ is larger at ~2120 UT than the initial impulse, the outer zone flux has been depleted of source electrons outside L* = 5 by this time, as seen
by RBSP A in Figure 7. Therefore, subsequent Eφ oscillations should have a smaller effect.
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Figure 7 (black curve) from the 3.6MeV channel of the REPT instrument [Foster et al., 2015]. These same drift
echoes were subsequently seen by the A spacecraft (blue curve) when it moved out to L* values affected
by inward radial transport. The L* parameter [Roederer, 1970] is calculated using the TS05 magnetic field
model. Note that the amplitude of Eφ is less than Er in the simulations, in line with conclusions from EFW
measurements that power was greater in the toroidal Er than poloidal Eφ component of the ULF wave
perturbation (not shown). However, the Eφ component will have a greater effect on accelerating electrons
along their gradient-drift path and transporting them inward than the Er component [Elkington et al., 2003].
By 2120 UT when the simulated Ey exceeds the measured by a factor of 2 at a higher ULF wave frequency,
there is greater power in Er than Eφ due to motion of the spacecraft toward dusk in MLT, see insert in Figure 7.
Er will have a smaller effect than Eφ on the reduced (by magnetopause loss) population of drift resonant
electrons at this time.

3. Prompt Acceleration of Electrons on 8 October 2013

Focusing now on the acceleration mechanism, Figure 7 plots the 3.6MeV channel of REPT for both Van Allen
Probes (RBSP) spacecraft A and B through the outbound pass with arrows indicating shock arrival on 8
October 2013 [Foster et al., 2015]. In addition to the drift phase bunching which was seen in the stronger but
qualitatively similar 24 March 1991 CME-shock event observed by the CRRES spacecraft on the nightside at
2200 MLT [Blake et al., 1992], these first dual-spacecraft observations of this type of acceleration illuminate
details of the mechanism. First, prior to the shock arrival, the black (RBSP B) and blue (RBSPA) measurements
are seen to be on top of each other as expected for identical well-calibrated instruments on the two

Figure 7. Log energy flux in 3.6 MeV channel of REPT measured by Van Allen Probes (RBSP) A and B spacecraft during the
outbound pass including 2022 UT on 8 October 2013, with arrows indicating shock arrival [Foster et al., 2015]. Insert
shows RBSP A (blue dots) and B (black dots) locations beginning 2000 UT–2400 UT at 30 min intervals in the GSE XY
plane. Large dots indicate 2100 UT for reference.
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spacecraft (the inner belt peak at
L*< 1.5 is primarily due to inner zone
proton contamination). Second, there is
a strong enhancement in flux at
3.6MeV peaked around L* = 3.9 by the
time the trailing A spacecraft reaches
that location, indicating inward radial
transport and acceleration previously
modeled for the 24 March 1991 storm
by Li et al. [1993] and Elkington et al.
[2002], and by Kress et al. [2007] for the
Halloween 2003 storm. As in these
previous studies, which lacked dayside
electric field measurements and in situ
solar wind data for the 1991 event, the
acceleration mechanism affects a
population of electrons that is already
strongly relativistic. To appear as a
significant acceleration event requires
a preexisting “hot population” of
relativistic electrons to be in “drift
resonance” [Li et al., 1993], with
eastward drift velocity comparable to
the azimuthal propagation speed of

the electric field impulse produced by magnetopause compression. In the case of 8 October 2013, the
preceding 2 October storm provided the requisite population, as seen in Figure 1. Finally, Figure 7 shows
the significant drop in flux of 3.6 MeV electrons at L* ~5 by the time (20 min) the A (blue) spacecraft arrived
at that location relative to what was measured by the B (black) spacecraft prior to the shock arrival,
when it passed through the same L* value. The drop in flux at L* ~5 at 3.6MeV in Figure 7 is consistent
with the outer zone flux loss seen in Figure 4, which persists on subsequent orbits inside geosynchronous
orbit [Foster et al., 2015].

Drift echoes are also seen in the simulations (not shown), but with poor counting statistics along the track
of a virtual spacecraft. Averaging electrons crossing the equatorial plane over longitude in McIlwain Lm
improves statistics for weighting as plotted in Figure 8. An ESA source population derived from CRRES
measurements is used to weight flux as a function of energy and McIlwain Lm [Vampola, 1996], with constant
radial cuts shown at 2010 UT (solid lines) prior to shock arrival at 2022 UT, along with corresponding cuts
at 2040 UT (dashed lines), modified by passage of the bipolar electric field impulse and ringing ULF
oscillations seen in Figure 6. Figure 8 shows loss at higher Lm = 5.5 and 7 and increase in flux at Lm = 4,
where the flux at 3.6MeV increases by a factor of ~1.4. Note that the ratios of GSE X:Lm:L* at 2010
and 2040 UT are X/Lm/L* = 3.98/4.00/3.74 and X/Lm/L* = 4.01/4.00/3.73, respectively, using TS05 to
compute L*; thus, the deviation of Lm from L* is 6% at the L* (~4) value where RBSP A sees a postshock flux
peak in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows an increase in energy flux by a factor of ~5 (half an order of magnitude,
vertical tick marks) at L* = 4 between the preshock (black) curve and postshock (blue) curve. Thus,
the simulation underestimates the enhancement at 3.6 MeV by about a factor of 4 using the ESA flux
weighting when averaged over longitude in Lm.

The increased flux evident in Figure 8 at Lm=4 can be explained by inward radial transport conserving the
first and second invariant caused by the bipolar electric field impulse (Figure 6) induced by dayside shock
compression, as first seen in the 24 March 1991 event [Blake et al., 1992; Wygant et al., 1994]. This type of
acceleration occurs as electrons drift across the dayside in minutes with azimuthal drift velocity comparable to
the MHD fast mode speed, calculated to be ~850 km/s between the two Van Allen Probes spacecraft, separated
azimuthally on the dayside, and consistent with onboard plasma and magnetic field measurements which
determine the fast mode speed [Foster et al., 2015]. TheMHD simulation shows an azimuthal propagation speed
for the Eφ impulse of ~ 700 km/s (± 200 km/s due to the time step and spatial grid, Paral et al., submitted

Figure 8. Radial cuts of simulated flux versus energy for the 8 October
2013 storm at 2010 UT (solid lines) and 2040 UT (dashed lines) for
McIlwain Lm = 4, 5.5, and 7, before and after shock arrival at 2022 UT. Note
that the ratios of GSE X:Lm:L

* at 2010 and 2040 UT are X/Lm/L* = 3.98/4.00/
3.74 and X/Lm/L* = 4.01/4.00/3.73, respectively, using TS05 to compute L*;
thus the deviation of Lm from L* is 6% at the L* ( = 4) value where RBSP A
sees a postshock flux peak in Figure 7.
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manuscript, 2014) . This acceleration mechanism is most effective for electrons which are already relativistic,
~4MeV in this case, and requires a preexisting hot electron population, as was present on the outbound
pass shown in Figure 7, with a flux peak at L* = 4–5 evident in the RBSP B profile prior to the shock arrival.
However, the combination of bipolar Eφ impulse and ringing ULF oscillations affects electrons across
the full range 1–6 MeV plotted in Figure 8, with greater losses at higher energy and L, as expected for
magnetopause shadowing [e.g., West et al., 1972; Turner et al., 2014].

In addition to acceleration by the azimuthally propagating bipolar electric field impulse, the subsequent
ULF wave power which persists in the few millihertz range in the fast Fourier transform of simulated Eφ
(Figure 5b), also evident in the EFWmeasurements in Figure 6, will continue to affect electron radial transport
[Mann et al., 2013] leading to energization or loss to the magnetopause, depending on the sign of the
radial phase space density gradient. Diffusive radial transport by broadband ULF wave power [Elkington et al.,
2003; Perry et al., 2005; Fei et al., 2006] satisfying the same drift resonance condition as acceleration by the
initial large amplitude bipolar electric field impulse (matching of azimuthal wave phase velocity and electron
drift, or ω=ωd in terms of wave and electron drift frequency) has been shown to smooth, over many drift
cycles, abrupt changes in the radial profile of the type evident in Figure 7 [Fei et al., 2006]. Higher harmonic
resonance (ω=mωd, wherem is the azimuthal mode number) allows for radial transport and acceleration of
lower energy electrons < 1 MeV with the same ULF wave frequency spectrum [Ozeke and Mann, 2001].
Energization by drift resonance with higher m number poloidal mode ULF waves has been reported in
simultaneous measurements of electric field and lower energy (<500keV) electrons for other CME-shock-driven
storms [Zong et al., 2009; Tan et al., 2011].

4. Conclusions

MHD test particle simulations using measured solar wind input have matured to the point of capturing the
global dynamics of CME-shock-driven storms, in particular losses associated with magnetopause compression
evident in Figures 2–4. Comparisons with empirical models of the magnetopause location show good
agreement [Hudson et al., 2014]. They also reproduce features of prompt acceleration, first tested against the
CRRES observations for the March 1991 CME-shock acceleration event, which was, however, much stronger
than those studied here [Elkington et al., 2002]. We now have dual-spacecraft measurements available inside
the magnetosphere, as well as, continuous solar wind measurements of MHD input parameters that were not
available for the March 1991 event. Further, we have the good fortune that both Van Allen Probes spacecraft
were azimuthally separated on the dayside for the 8 October 2013 CME-shock event, allowing determination
of azimuthal impulse propagation speed. With a preexiting hot electron population supplied by the 2 October
2013 storm seen in Figure 1, conditions were optimum for observing drift resonant acceleration of electrons
from the bipolar electric field impulse produced by magnetopause compression, as seen for March 1991
[Li et al., 1993; Gannon et al., 2005]. The 2013 event was much weaker than March 1991, where the azimuthal
electric field was estimated to be of order 200mV/m on the dayside [Wygant et al., 1994], comparable to
what was seen in MHD test particle simulations of the Halloween 2003 storm [Kress et al., 2007]. However,
identical high-resolution (in energy and pitch angle) particle detectors along with three-component
electric field measurements on dual spacecraft enable us to measure as well as model this type of prompt
acceleration event in greater detail. The high time resolution of the ARTEMIS input data is also critical to
capturing the shock-induced electric field impulse along the spacecraft trajectory on the dayside, which is
comparable in the simulations (Ey ~ Eφ~10mV/m) to what was measured by the EFW instrument.

While the simulation reproduces the large-scale features of this type of event, specific limitations exist on
direct comparison of fields and particle measurements on the short time scale of the shock interaction versus
the longer timescale of magnetopause erosion. As described by Wiltberger et al. [2000], the LFM simulation
assumes a planar front with uniform solar wind input based on a single-spacecraft measurement (e.g.,
THEMIS C or ACE or WIND). The fronts are parallel to the SM YZ plane in the simulations shown, where
IMF Bx = 0 was assumed to maintain zero divergence of the magnetic field, therefore any asymmetry in
MLT arrival of the shock compression about noon is not included. It is known from the two-spacecraft
measurement that the shock arrived first at the A spacecraft (20:21:25 UT, MLT=13.5) and then at the B spacecraft
(20:21:40 UT, MLT=17.3) propagating duskward [Foster et al., 2015]. By contrast, the March 1991 shock was
determined to have impacted the magnetopause first around ~1500 MLT [Araki et al., 1997]. Thus while it is
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possible to move a virtual spacecraft along a Van Allen Probe trajectory through the MHD field time series,
as was done in producing Figure 6, it will not capture the full MLT dependence of the fields which include
GSE X-Y asymmetry about the noon magnetopause in the impacting interplanetary shock structure.
Nonetheless, approximately the same amplitude bipolar electric field impulse is seen in the simulated and
observed electric fields, Figures 6a and 6b, with simulated fields plotted along the RBSP B trajectory. A net
increase in flux at McIlwain Lm = 4 and decrease at 5.5 and 7 is seen in the simulations. The loss increases
with energy and L. The simulated flux increase at 3.6 MeV averaged over longitude at Lm = 4 underestimates
the measured increase by a factor of ~4, which is not surprising given the longitudinal averaging required
for adequate counts in a 3-D guiding center test particle simulation and the statistical model used for flux
weighting. Prior simulations have also used statistical models, e.g., AE8 and ESA models, for flux weighting at
MeV energies in 2-D equatorial plane simulations [Elkington et al., 2002, 2004; Fei et al., 2006] and in 3-D
guiding center test particle simulations [Kress et al., 2014]. Future use of the measured flux profile from one
spacecraft preceding the other in this and other events may improve the comparison, while increasing
computational resources can improve the calculation of flux along the spacecraft trajectory.

Drift echoes were also observed in the lower energy range of the Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer
(MagEIS) instrument on the Van Allen Probes [Blake et al., 2013] for the 8 October 2013 CME-shock event
(S. Claudepierre, private communication, 2014) suggesting that drift resonant interaction in the hundreds
of keV energy range is likely to produce radial transport and drift phase bunching of lower energy electrons
as reported for the 31 October 2012 CME-shock-driven storm [Claudepierre et al., 2013]. Energization of
lower energy electrons by drift resonant interaction with higher m number poloidal mode ULF waves
[Ozeke and Mann, 2001] will be the subject of a future study.
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